Plan and Architectural Review Commission Meeting Agenda
Mon, Mar 15, 2021 6:00 PM
Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/819394469
You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (408) 650-3123
Access Code: 819-394-469
New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/819394469

1. Call To Order And Roll Call
2. Review And Approval Of Minutes From Meeting:
Documents:
PLAN COMMISSION DRAFT MINUTES 2020-1012.PDF
PLAN COMMISSION DRAFT MINUTES 2020-1214.PDF
PLAN COMMISSION DRAFT MINUTES 2021-0111.PDF
3. Hearing Of Citizen Comments
No formal Plan Commission Action will be taken during this meeting, although issues
raised may become a part of a future agenda. Specific items listed on the agenda may
not be discussed at this time; however citizens are invited to speak to those specific
issues at the time the Plan Commission discusses that particular item.
4. Public Hearing
4.a. Public Hearing For The Proposal Of A Conditional Use Permit To Serve Alcoholic
Beverages By The Glass At Grunzolio Pizzeria
Documents:
GRUNZOLIO CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION.PDF
4.b. Public Hearing For The Proposal Of A Conditional Use Permit For Changes To Signage
At Burtness Chevrolet, Buick, GMC
Documents:
BURTNESS CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION.PDF
5. Information Items:
Documents:

BURTNESS CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION.PDF
5. Information Items:
Documents:
FEBRUARY VIOLATIONS.PDF
FIRE REPORT FEB 2021 .PDF
6. Possible Future Agenda Items
7. Next Regular Plan Commission Meeting
April 12, 2021 at 6:00 pm
8. Adjournment
Anyone requiring special arrangements is asked to call the Zoning and Planning Office 24 hours prior to
the meeting. Those wishing to weigh in on any of the above-mentioned agenda items but unable to
attend the meeting are asked to send their comments to:
c/o Neighborhood Services Director
312 W. Whitewater Street,
Whitewater, WI, 53190
or pcronce@whitewater-wi.gov.
It is possible that members of, and possibly a quorum of members of, other governmental bodies of the
municipality may be in attendance at the above-stated meeting to gather information over which they may
have decision -making responsibility; no action will be taken by any governmental body at the abovestated meeting other than the governmental body specifically referred to above in this notice.

CITY OF WHITEWATER
PLAN AND ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMISSION
VIRTUAL MEETING
October 12, 2020
ABSTRACTS/SYNOPSIS OF THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF THE OFFICIAL
ACTIONS OF THE PLAN AND ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMISSION
Call to order and roll call.
Plan Board Chair Member Meyer called the meeting of the Plan and Architectural Review
Commission to order at 6:00 p.m.
Present: Lynn Binnie, Tom Miller, Andrew Crone, Bruce Parker, David Stone.
Others: Chris Munz-Pritchard (City Planner), Wallace McDonell (City Attorney).
Hearing of Citizen Comments. There were no citizen comments.
Discussion and Consideration of Proposed City Ordinance-19.54 Sign Regulations
Please note - audio portion of meeting started 13 minutes into the meeting.
Chair Member Meyer talked about the façade, front of buildings and the definition. Attorney
McDonell stated they would seek clarification from VandeWalle for a clear definition. Chair
Member Meyer stated he would prefer a definition and explanation to avoid potential issues
because of the difference of opinions.
City Planner Munz-Pritchard asked the Board members if they were comfortable with the freestanding signs that are currently in the ordinance and now the larger wall signs. Board Chair
Meyer stated he was agreeable to it. City Planner Munz-Pritchard stated that 50 feet signs can be
very expensive due to the necessity of custom ordering.
Member Stone stated he would prefer to see a smaller allowed sign and anything larger would
have to be approved by a Conditional Use Permit. Member Binnie stated he believed this is
regarding pylon signs or signs that are higher in the air. Member Binnie stated the Board could
require certain types of signs and sizes for those signs that are larger to require a Conditional Use
Permit. Attorney McDonell was asked what the current regulation is for sign sizes for both
pylon and monument signs and he stated 100 sq. feet maximum.
Member Binnie asked about wall signs. Member Binnie wanted confirmation on the number of
permitted wall signs. City Planner Munz-Pritchard stated the ordinance states one sign, plus one
sign per customer entrance.
Member Crone asked questions for monument signs. Member Crone liked the idea of requiring
a Conditional Use Permit for any sign over 50 sq. feet. City Planner Munz-Pritchard asked if the
members wanted a maximum for the pylon signs or the wall signs. Right now, the wall signs
read as a maximum of 128 sq. feet. City Planner Munz-Pritchard did make the change to require
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a Conditional Use Permit for wall signs over 50 sq. Munz-Pritchard asked whether the members
were okay with 128 sq. feet for the dual post, monument and pylon signs. Binnie stated he
believed the members had settled on a 100 sq. ft maximum for freestanding signs. MunzPritchard indicated she was okay with that.
Alternate Member Brown commented she knows this is trying to be simplified. She is more
concerned about a sign being a certain size depending on how fast the traffic, how far away it is,
and how far set back it is. She believes what is missing is the formula. City Planner MunzPritchard said there is a setback requirement of 15 ft. from the street or curb. That is pretty close
to what our ordinance has now. For the sign size it is a formula. It does give the material and a
height restriction of 6 ft. for the monument and dual post. Planner Munz-Pritchard changed it to
match the current City ordinance. She commented about 20 ft. and that she liked that better.
Member Parker asked City Planner Munz-Pritchard if the setback for the signage is from the
curb and gutter or the right of way line. She stated the definition is 15 ft. from the street curb.
She said it also states that you cannot put signage in the right of way. She stated that the City’s
is from the lot line, which is either five or 10 ft. back. Member Parker’s recommendation is to
keep it from the right of way line, lot line because in Whitewater the curb and gutter may be
anywhere from five to 25 ft. from the right of way line. He stated he has a problem with the curb
and gutter measurement. He would recommend keeping it from the street right of way by five ft.
City Planner Munz-Pritchard said she would change it to reflect five ft. from the street right of
way.
Member Binnie said going back to the memo, it says free-standing setback equal to height from
any side yard lot line and five ft. from street right of way line. He feels she already has what
they want there. Member Binnie also commented on the wall signs. The one thing he wondered
about was a reference that every business is guaranteed at least a minimum of 40 sq. ft. (on page
5) of wall sign area regardless of the actual business façade length but then it was crossed out.
Member David commented about a sign being 128 sq. feet downtown vs. a sign being that size
that is set off the road. Do they really want a sign that is that close to the street being the same
size as a sign at a business, which is set back further off the road?
Member Crone asked why are we thinking of guaranteeing a minimum wall sign for a business
regardless of ratio. If you have a small building shouldn’t you have small sign? The equation
for a sign is pretty simple.
Member Binnie does think about the small store fronts downtown having a 40 sq. feet sign. That
would be a really huge sign. They had talked in the past about using a taskforce, so to speak of,
to meet a time or two to hammer out a few of the suggestions on a number of the smaller items.
He was thinking that might be a wise thing to do. He has a number of items that have question
marks. They are not huge things but things that need to be thought through with Munz-Pritchard.
Maybe two or three of them could meet to bring back a proposal. He feels they need a better
handle on the major issues but feels they have hammered out the wall signs and free-standing
signs. The remaining big issue, which Munz-Pritchard alluded to, is the temporary signs that
became a big issue with VandeWalle last time in terms of Discover Whitewater, or the pancake
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breakfast and that sort of thing. Maybe they could identify if people have other large discussion
issues and then talk about the pancake subject.
Member Stone agreed that it may be beneficial to have a taskforce look at this to get things
narrowed down a bit. He remembers one thing that came up last time for the community
information signs. Another item is the electronic message signs, which require a Conditional
Use Permit approval. Under the new proposal they would just be allowed. The Conditional Use
Permit allows people to weigh in on the proposal and then the City would decide. He thought it
would be a good idea to review the electronic message signs again.
City Planner Munz-Pritchard said from what she is hearing is that the big issue was with the
pancake signs and that is taken care of at this time. She thinks the other stuff they need to go
over is small and would probably be best figured out in a group of just a couple of people in a
work session. They could go through it line by line to make sure it reflects what the group wants
it to say. City Planner Munz-Pritchard had two questions for the City Attorney. The first
question is do they need to notice this if they decide to put together a taskforce. The second
question was could they meet and have something put together by the next Plan Board meeting.
Would that give enough time to notice, if necessary? City Attorney McDonell said it would
require a notice and it is usually 24 hours. He indicated they do have a transparency ordinance
that requires a 72-hour notice but that could be waived and would be considered reasonable. At
some point there will have to be an official public hearing for the sign ordinance, which will
require two insertions in the paper, before the meeting, and then a full week after the second
insertion. As long as it is not going to be a formal public hearing it would be a matter of getting
the information together. They would also need to get it to the Plan Commission members,
within a reasonable time, before the next meeting so they would have an opportunity to review it.
A subcommittee would require a 24-hour public notice; however, not in the paper. It would just
need to be posted in three different places.
City Planner Munz-Pritchard asked if anyone would be willing to sit down with her and go
through the document line by line. Member Binnie and Member Stone said they would be
willing to meet with her. City Planner Munz-Pritchard asked Member Binnie for his red-lined
items so she could put them into the document. Member Binnie said that was okay.
Chairperson Meyer said there was one item he would like to touch on regarding profanity on a
sign. He asked if we could regulate what’s on a sign. City Planner Munz-Pritchard referred this
question to the City Attorney. City Attorney McDonell said we cannot regulate much. He said
probably if it was pornography, incite disorderly conduct, or possibly a threat.
City Planner Munz-Pritchard stated that Member Binnie will get her the markups and then she,
Member Binnie and Member Stone will work on the document. She will also make sure to
notice those meetings. She will make the changes to the major issues discussed at tonight’s
meeting. The last major issue is the pancake sign issue. City Planner Munz-Pritchard said it was
good they touched on regulating signs. The City cannot regulate content, they can only regulate
size.
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Member Binnie asked if they were going to discuss the pancake signs. He stated last time
VandeWalle reluctantly suggested the possibility of special zoning districts to where pancake
signs could be allowed. He hates the thought of having to go through a zoning process but he
does think the concept in general of identifying some areas that would be appropriate seems like
if could be workable. He was thinking the fringes of the community. Basically, undeveloped
properties. Member Binnie asked the City Attorney why they couldn’t just specify an area as
such without having to go through a zoning process. City Attorney McDonell stated as long as it
is defined, in his opinion, he would not expect it to be required to be a zoning district. We would
want to make sure it doesn’t violate the constitutional case as far as the content of the signs. In
his opinion that would be a bigger challenge. He said that is a perfect thing for the committee to
work on.
Member Crone said if we are going to designate certain areas for signs, we have to make certain
that we are not allowing certain people to have signs. It’s kind of like a run around. We always
have area where that happens and is seems to be churches and schools.
Chair Member Meyer asked Binnie about the famous bridge to nowhere. They have had signs
on that crossing, across from Highway. 12. Would that be something he is thinking about. City
Planner Munz-Pritchard stepped in and said they looked into the actual bridge and that is not
controlled by the City of Whitewater. It is technically controlled by the DOT and we do not
have jurisdiction there.
Information Items:
City Planner Munz-Pritchard told the members that they should have their code violation map
and the write up from the fire inspector. She stated this was informational.
Future Agenda Items:
Member Parker asked if they ever received a revised drawing of the corrections that were made
regarding the project on Scott St./Franklin St.? Planner Munz-Pritchard stated yes.
Otherwise, there were no future agenda items at that time.
Next Plan Board Meeting: November 9, 2020.
Moved by Member Miller and seconded by Member Parker to adjourn. The motion was
approved by unanimous voice vote. The meeting adjourned at approximately 6:49 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Alison Stoll
Administrative Assistant, Public Works
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CITY OF WHITEWATER
PLAN AND ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMISSION
VIRTUAL MEETING
December 14, 2020
ABSTRACTS/SYNOPSIS OF THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF THE OFFICIAL
ACTIONS OF THE PLAN AND ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMISSION
1. Call to order and roll call.
Plan Board Chair Member Meyer called the meeting of the Plan and Architectural
Review Commission to order at 6:00 p.m.
Present: Greg Meyer, Lynn Binnie, Tom Miller, Andrew Crone, Bruce Parker, David
Stone, Sherry Stanek
Others: Chris Munz-Pritchard (City Planner), Wallace McDonell (City Attorney).
2. Hearing of Citizen Comments. There were no citizen comments.
3. Review and approve the Plan Commission minutes from August 10, 2020 and
September 14, 2020.
A motion to approve the minutes from August 10, 2020, and September 14, 2020, was
made by Stanek and seconded by Crone.
4. Public Hearing for Conditional Use Permit for a Change of Ownership for a
restaurant located at 1170 W. Main St. for Juan Marchan Arroyo.
Munz-Pritchard noted this was a change of ownership at the Mexican restaurant at 1170
W. Main St. The CUP is for the Class C liquor license to serve beer and liquor by the
glass. Nothing is changing on it that she was aware of. Munz-Pritchard recommends
approval with the following conditions that no modifications can be made at site. The
applicant must submit a statement affirming that no changes will be made to the existing
cite, traffic flow, lighting, etc. If any changes are made, they must be approved. In
addition, establish maximum hours of operation for the Plan Board and any other
conditions identified by the Plan Commission.
Stone commented that the CUP goes to the applicant and does not run with the land. As
an additional recommendation or approval by Plan Commission that the Conditional Use
is to the owner/applicant, Juan Marchan Arroyo, shall not run with the land in case of a
change of ownership in the future. The new owner/operator would have to apply for a
new CUP in the future.
Crone wanted to learn more about what they generally do in this situation. His only
concern is would it be difficult to sell a restaurant if you can’t maintain the same type of
business that was there before.
Stone commented that it looked like it was in the old one from July 8, 2020. Stone asked
Cronce for a copy of the old CUP. It stated that if it changes hands a new CUP would not
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be needed. Munz-Pritchard said it was in the Planner’s report. The first Conditional Use
Permit, that was part of a liquor license, was issued in June 2015 to serve alcoholic
beverages by the glass. The current permit was issued in July of 2019. City Attorney
McDonell stepped in and said it is really a policy decision. The issue is whether or not
we want to grant it to run with the land, meaning the next owner can serve alcohol under
the CUP without coming back for a new CUP. Would you prefer when there is a new
owner that the new owner apply for a permit and therefore would have to come before
this body. It is totally a policy decision for the Plan Commission. Crone asked how the
CUP to sell liquor differs from the actual liquor license? Attorney McDonell said they
are two different matters. There is scrutiny at both ends. Even if you have a CUP to
serve alcohol that does not give you the right to serve alcohol unless you have an alcohol
license that is issued through the Council. There is a very strict review of this at the
Council level. It does require a review of the alcohol licensing committee review as well.
Then, the individual is granted the license if they have met all of the requirements.
Meyer then opened it up for public discussion. At that time there were no comments
from the public; however, Meyer left it open for public comments.
Binnie’s recollection is that they have always added that stipulation on for liquor. He
thinks it is good because it gives the board an idea of the hours of operation of the
business.
Stone would like to see that added to the CUP that it does not come with the land. When
there are CUPs, usually the City sends notices to the neighbors around the property
giving them an opportunity to weigh in on it for some reason.
Stanek asked if they need to make a motion for that to be added to the Planner’s
recommendation? Attorney McDonell said it doesn’t necessarily need a motion. When
someone makes a motion to approve a CUP, they should make it clear whether or not the
run with the land aspect is included or not included with the conditions.
Parker said Binnie is 100% right. We have done the CUP with the applicant and not the
land for years. Parker asked Munz-Pritchard if anyone has submitted a landscape plan to
replace all of the trees that were taken down over the past year on that property. MunzPritchard stated, no. Stanek agreed with Parker that it was a good question.
Meyer agreed with Binnie as well and stated he has been on the board for quite a few
years and does not remember the board okaying a liquor license without that being done.
He feels they basically set a standard as to what is going to be done. He feels they should
continue the way it has been done.
Stanek asked if Munz-Pritchard could talk to the applicant about landscaping and get
some sort of an answer. Stanek asked if Reynolds still owns the building. MunzPritchard was not sure and would have to check. Binnie said the Planner’s report
referenced Dan Reynolds. Munz-Pritchard verified and it is still owned by Reynolds.
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Parker doesn’t think we could hold this on the applicant, but the owner. He thinks there
is something in the zoning ordinance that requires a maintenance plan on the property.
That was a conditional use years ago for the drive through.
Stanek remembers the first owner that came in and wanted to use the drive through and
was going to modify the plantings. She was not aware they were going to take a big tree
down. The plantings, at the time, were part of the agreement when it came to that drive
through.
Binnie moved the approval of the CUP for 1170 W. Main St. for Juan Marchan Arroyo
with the conditions stipulated in the Planner’s report, plus a condition that the CUP will
be with the applicant and not the land and seconded by Stanek.
Meyer asked if there were any comments from the public. There were no comments. He
asked the board if there were any other questions or comments.
AYES: Meyer, Binnie, Miller, Crone, Parker, Stanek, Crone. NOES: None. ABSENT:
None.
5. Public Hearing to consider a change of the City of Whitewater Ordinance
regulations, to enact amendments to the City of Whitewater Ordinance 19.54 – Sign
Regulations.
Munz Pritchard stated that Ben from VandeWalle was joining the meeting as well. She
provided a slide show for the committee members to review. Munz-Pritchard stated that
she did hold a subcommittee meeting with Binnie and Stone.
Munz-Pritchard stated with the Draft Ordinance of 19.54 Sign Regulations slide, the City
of Whitewater utilized VandeWalle and they provided a copy of an adjacent City’s
ordinance they have been working on. The committee then went in and modified the
document to reflect the correct references in the City’s regulations. What she is bringing
forward is what they are recommending. Munz-Pritchard stated that the committee is
seeing a lot of red on the document. She stated they did not change a lot of verbiage but
they moved it around. For example, the prohibited signs were listed in two areas, so they
shifted it to only one area. Another area had the definitions on the bottom and they
moved those up to the top. It looks like they removed a lot but they didn’t, they just
shifted it around.
Next referenced were temporary business signs, which they have the banners and flags.
Permanent miscellaneous signs contain the addresses on informational signs and lastly
the temporary miscellaneous signs.
Munz-Pritchard used a free-standing sign as an example. After discussion with the
subcommittee, they decided to remove the reference information from the large sheets
and moved them to under the definitions. They also added the picture with it. Another
item that came out the subcommittee was that a freestanding sign over 50 square feet
would require a CUP. Another item that changed, but still reflects our current ordinance,
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is pylons signs that had a calculation. They carried over that calculation. For one square
foot of sign per forty-five percent of street frontage is how that sign is figured and it goes
up to one hundred square feet and that is the current max.
Munz-Pritchard stated that one of the bigger changes made is the wall sign and it does not
have a max wall sign. However, they are looking at the formula that VandeWalle
provided. One square foot of sign area for one-foot building façade length. She stated
that would fit more in line what they are seeing with the Walmart sign. Every business
shall be guaranteed a minimum of thirty square feet of sign regardless of the business’s
actual size. More than one wall sign would require a CUP. If more than one wall sign is
permitted the total square footage is not to exceed the maximum square footage of the
frontage.
Munz-Prichard stated they still do have the electronic message signs and the community
signs as well.
Munz-Pritchard stated that one item that was missing for their current ordinance was fuel
price signs and canopy signs. VandeWalle did a great job spelling these out for the City.
Munz-Pritchard noted we do have group signs in the current ordinance. For every
additional business they could add another twenty square feet to a freestanding sign and
this is the way our current ordinance is written.
Meyer then opened the meeting to the public for comment.
Meyer asked Binnie since he was on the subcommittee if he had any comments. Binnie
stated one of the last things they got into was home occupations. He noted there really
wasn’t a provision for that. He still feels they have a little bit of tweaking that could be
done in that area. In the City ordinance there are two tiers for home occupations. There
is a permitted use that does not require customer access, i.e., no retail sales, etc. It does
require a CUP in order to have a sale of something that is produced at that home. The
way it is written now (on page 19) they are not getting any stipulation as to what kind of
home occupation would be appropriate for a sign. It seems to him that if it’s the first type
that doesn’t require the CUP, why would they need a sign? His preference would be to
change to indicate that a home occupation that has a CUP would be permitted to have a
sign not to exceed three square feet. Binnie said they do not state the type of material and
isn’t sure what to do about that concern.
Binnie noted they did have a fair amount of discussion about campaign signs. They
ended up setting a maximum that is very much related to a state statute. It would allow
us to regulate signs if they are larger than eleven square feet. They actually wrote in the
ordinance that an election campaign sign, in a residential area (R1 or R2), cannot exceed
twelve square feet. He wonders if the twelve square feet should be for one side or both
sides of a sign. He stated our current ordinance allows for up to thirty-two square feet for
election signs. He feels that is a really large sign and Stanek agreed.
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Binnie said they spent a lot of time on what they called pancake signs. Particularly this
refers to the Reed vs Gilbert decision from the US Supreme Court. There are a few ways
they could allow these temporary event signs. If they allow them one of the issues is that
unless something else is stipulated they could then have all kinds of temporary signs up
all around the City, which could include commercial signs and even in a residential area
conceivably. They did not address this, which primarily relates to things like the Kiwanis
Pancake Breakfast or the Discover Whitewater Race, which put up very temporary signs
on the margins of the City. The two approaches they potentially talked about were what
VandeWalle suggested. The possibility of having an overlay zoning district for precisely
where we would want to allow them. Another approach he saw was to allow event signs
on a 10-acre piece or more of undeveloped piece of property. In the end, they were not
sure if this was important enough for them to take any of those approaches. Bottom line,
he is not sure how many people really come to a dinner or a breakfast just because they
saw sign in the City.
Binnie said they had a lot of discussion on the matter of wall signs. At times, they were
really thinking about having a limit on the square footage. Ultimately, they felt as long as
they have a ratio related to the frontage of the property that kind of took care of what they
were considering at one point, which was more of a box store exception. That also got
into whether allowing more than one sign on more than one façade of a commercial
building. That’s where they ended up allowing a sign to go on a second frontage as long
as the total square footage didn’t exceed what they are allowed, as well as not exceeding
what they are allowed on the particular frontage.
Stone referenced page 20, letter c. Any number of yard signs permitted within a period
of 90 days prior to…that we increase that number, as it used to be 30, and 10 days
following. He wasn’t sure when you have a presidential election, if that is a limit we
want to put on there? What happens if someone contests an election and a resident leaves
a sign out beyond the time.
Binnie commented that the 10 days in pretty generous in some regards; although given
the situation they have been through recently it seems very short. He referenced the City
of Madison’s ordinance stipulates, as allowed by State Statue, that signs must be down by
11:59 p.m. on election day. However, he went back to Reed vs. Gilbert and they were
really big in that decision about what they called content neutrality. It says theoretically,
a person inspecting signs should not have to read what’s on the sign to decide whether it
is legal. He feels that was addressed a little back on page 2. We are currently allowing
two signs on residential properties and one extra if the property is for sale. Madison only
allows one yard sign (if it’s a corner lot they could have an additional sign) with the
exception of a campaign period. The way the new ordinance is written now, he believes
that a resident could leave up two campaign signs for years. It appears to be a potential
legal issue to try to do otherwise. Ben, from VandeWalle said Binnie framed it well and
agreed with his interpretation. The reason it was written that way was from the court
decision and centered around that particular topic. Having two-yard signs at any
particular time, throughout the year, would be allowed to stay in any sort of parcel. The
addition of yard signs in a political period, which they looked at State Statutes regarding
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this and it aligns with it right now. City Attorney, McDonell agrees with the
interpretation and thinks it was a good clarification and important point. It is content
neutral the way it is set up and that’s the important thing. That was the whole point on
the Reed vs. Gilbert. Binnie said it is awkward to say that they are content neutral in
Whitewater because they are not saying they could put up commercial signs in a
residential area, with the exemption of a for sale sign, a for rent sign, or a home
occupation sign. Binnie stated he is not sure that we addressed garage sale signs. He
thinks it needs to be stated as non-commercial and R1 District. Attorney McDonell did
point out that Reed vs. Gilbert did distinguish between commercial and non-commercial
signs and it was focused on non-commercial signage. He thinks there is a fair distinction
between the commercial and non-commercial in that it could be challenged, but feels it is
a reasonable way the City is dealing with it. Attorney McDonell said it is completely not
content neutral; however, it is content neutral in the context that the City pretty much
allows anything in that certain sign category and doesn’t distinguish between religious,
political and ideological. Commercial is a different aspect and different rules apply.
Binnie does think we are going to get some complaints on the matter of the campaign
signs since that has been a regulation in the City for forever. Signs are supposed to come
down within 10 days. Munz-Pritchard stated she has not received any complaints about
the length of time the signs have been up. She stated they have had complaints about the
number of political signs that have been up and one question regarding size. Stanek
asked if this addresses it with one sign per candidate vs. five signs for the same candidate.
Binnie commented that Madison does but it is not addressed in our new ordinance. He
was not certain if the State Statute technically allows for the stipulation that Madison
uses. Munz-Pritchard thought it was two signs total. Binnie stated after looking at the
document during a campaign, there is no limit at all. City Attorney, McDonell doesn’t
think we could say that you could only have one sign per candidate, if there was more
than one sign allowed. Stanek asked City Attorney, McDonell to define content neutral.
Attorney McDonell started off by describing what Reed vs. Gilbert was about. It was a
township in AZ that had a sign ordinance that allowed certain non-commercial signs.
You could have a sign up for certain things. It distinguished between ideological,
religious, and political signs. A church put up some signage that would have been
allowed as a political sign but wasn’t allowed per say a church. An action was brought
that you can’t regulate a message in the sign. If you are going to allow signage, in a noncommercial setting, you can regulate certain aspects of the sign such as size and location
and that sort of things; however, you can’t regulate the message on the sign. You have to
allow any message that an individual wants to put in there. In addition, you can’t say you
can put in a political message but not a religious message or you can put in an ideologic
message but not a political message and so on. That’s what municipalities are struggling
with to make sure that they are properly able to regulate signage but aren’t saying what
can be allowed in the signage other than commercial vs. non-commercial.
Meyer asked to open up for any public comments.
Doug Wheaton, 1560 N. Country Club Parkway, Elkhorn, WI, Lakes Area Realtors
Association spoke. Mr. Wheaton read a statement. The Lakes Area Realtors Association
represents more than 600 real estate professionals and has some concerns regarding the
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proposed sign ordinance. The proposed ordinance would allow political stake signs and
political frame signs up to twelve square feet on residential properties more than 100
days/year. However, realtor stake and frame signs on residential properties that are for
sale or lease would generally be limited to a maximum of six square feet. Many realtors
use residential real estate signs that are larger than six square feet including signs that are
slightly larger than eleven square feet. Therefore, they respectfully request that realtor
stake and frame signs, under twelve square feet an area, be allowed on residential
properties that are for sale or lease without a permit.
Next, many use standard arm and post style residential real estate signs and it is common
practice for small rider signs, no larger than two square feet, be placed on top of the arm
and/or attached to below the main sign. They appreciate the provision of the proposed
ordinance that considers groupings of related smaller signs to be counted as a single sign.
However, the proposed ordinance would limit the total size of the arm and post style
signs to ten square feet even though it would allow political arm and post style signs up
to twelve square feet more than 100 days/year. They requested that arm and post style
realtor signs, up to twelve square feet, be allowed on residential properties that are for
sale or for lease, without a permit, counting the main sign and any small rider signs
together as a single sign, excluding the arm and post frame. Commercial real estate for
sale and for lease signs are typically thirty-two square feet but it appears that the
proposed new zoning ordinance would prohibit standard commercial real estate signs in
all zoning districts as they are larger than six square feet. They requested the draft
ordinance be revised to allow signs up to thirty-two square feet on non-residential
properties that are for sale or for lease without a permit. They believe these requested
changes would strike the appropriate balance between regulation vs. the well-being of the
local economy and achieving favorable outcomes for property owners who may someday
wish to sell or lease their property in the City of Whitewater. Thank you for your time
and for your serious consideration.
Meyer asked if there were any comments.
Parker asked Munz-Pritchard what we currently have for commercial for sale signs.
Munz-Pritchard stated she did not know off the top of her head. This ordinance, like the
current sign ordinance, allows for something that is larger than a for sale sign like you
would see in front of a house but it’s at a commercial level. It has generally been during
the development process. Munz-Pritchard asked Ben from VandeWalle if he wanted to
expand on any of the questions. She knows one of the things now is for sale signs don’t
require a permit and that is echoed in the current ordinance. They do have the
development, under the temporary business signs, for when stuff is developing and that is
where a lot of the for sales signs for the business level fall. So, those are generally
permitted during the development process. For example, when the hotel was going up,
she didn’t necessarily require a permit for that phase or if she had, she issued it with no
fees. She stated these documents went through the correct channels.
Binnie didn’t specifically hear Mr. Wheaton refer to just new development, he thought he
was talking in general the sale of commercial property. He doesn’t really know if that
was addressed in the new ordinance. As for the residential, on page 31, that’s where Mr.
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Wheaton was referring to regarding the ten square feet maximum on the arm and post
sign. He doesn’t feel like that is a major issue to change it to the maximum twelve square
feet.
Ben, from VandeWalle spoke. He thinks the twelve square foot for arm and post signs
are not uncommon. The additional placard on the top and potentially one at the bottom,
what would be the face of the sign, could add that extra two square feet that wouldn’t be
included right now. He believes the ten square feet came from standard practice they
utilized and doesn’t see the twelve square feet size being all that different in terms of the
level of total signage. It would accommodate some of the additional placards that were
mentioned. The six square feet maximum sign area for the yard signs and the stake and
frame signs is pretty standard. They use those in most locations for the typical 2 x 3 type
sign. He doesn’t think the twelve square feet change is huge for the arm and post signs
and doesn’t see any issues with that change. He thinks the six square feet for the stake
and frame sign is also standard practice and stated that was a policy decision.
Crone stated he is concerned about having an overlay district for pancake breakfast signs.
How are they going to choose an overlay district that is fair to all users and not ending up
being specific to property next to us. Whose property can have those signs? He feels
okay with political signs and limiting it to the six square feet per side. Allowing people
to have their voice is extremely important. However, at a certain point it becomes a
competition of who has the bigger sign. It is really a matter who can yell the loudest and
that doesn’t necessarily address content. He thinks we should look to accommodate the
real estate signs as best we can. That really does have a beneficial effect on everyone in
the community when properties get sold quickly. The only other topic he wanted to
address was illuminated signs that have moving letters, like the one in front of Lincoln
School. He wonders if that really fits the residential neighborhood.
City Attorney, McDonell asked a question of Ben from VandeWalle. He wanted to know
if the questions were addressed regarding the thirty-two square feet for commercial for
sale signs. Ben said in terms of the for sale sign, if it were a temporary sign, then it
would fall under the yard sign category. It would be in the form of a stake, frame, or arm
and post in the scale that was discussed. If it were more on a temporary, permanent basis
that would be addressed in the ordinance right now with a larger allowable area up to one
hundred square feet. If a commercial property were to be for sale, and they wanted to use
something like a dual post sign it could be a little larger on that basis and would fall
under the category of fifty square feet an area. That would be a heavy duty, permanent
sign rather than a piece of plywood.
Munz-Pritchard spoke and used the Business Park as an example if they had a property
for sale. She would probably put the for sale sign under activity building sign, the
temporary approved development sign category. Since it would be a larger sign in a nonresidential area she would use that as an outline for a for sale sign in a commercial area.
Meyer went back to Mr. Wheaton and asked if his questions and concerns were
answered. Mr. Wheaton stated he didn’t understand what Munz-Pritchard was describing
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in the process. He was thinking the same as to if it were in a business park, industrial
park or perhaps another part of the City that would be a non-residential area or certainly a
non-residential property. He doesn’t understand the process that she just described.
Would that require some sort of permit. Munz-Pritchard stated the activity building sign
and activity plaque states no permit is required. One for each development, team
member, on building, free standing, single location and approved by the City, all durable,
all weather material, one hundred square feet maximum, fifteen square feet maximum in
height is what it reads right now. Mr. Wheaton stated what he had in mind is really the
temporary signs that state for sale or for lease and they are only there until the building is
released. Munz-Pritchard stated that is what it is under is temporary business signs
group. She would probably put it under that area.
Stone added on page 31, for the person who had concerns on the public comments on the
for sale signs. On page 31, he referred to stake signs and frame signs, residential and
mixed use…B1 and B3 for the business park area. He wanted to know if they could
make it thirty-two square feet for the non-residential and mixed-use column.
Binnie thinks they need to address allowing for a special sign category if a property is for
sale. That is what they are doing in reality for residential properties. He doesn’t know
why they shouldn’t do that somehow in the temporary area. He hesitates to just say they
can put up any kind of a sign at thirty-two square feet. If something could be added
regarding when a property is for sale they will be allowed to have such a temporary sign.
He is also not sure it really fits under yard signs. Munz-Pritchard stated she would want
it under the temporary business signs. At this level, they are not talking a large sign on a
residential property and Binnie agreed.
Mr. Wheaton spoke regarding the chart on page 29. This is what he thinks threw him off
is when Munz-Pritchard was referring to the size dimensions. They were in the same row
as banner signs, whereas when he thinks of a commercial or lease for sale sign being
more of a board sign. He said he may be misreading the definitions. He wouldn’t
normally think of that as a banner sign. Munz-Pritchard said what they are going to run
into under the activity building sign is that it actually says the name of the company and
contact information where a board sign might be leaning on the content area because it
doesn’t specify. City Attorney McDonell reminded the group there is a difference
between commercial and non-commercial signage. He did like Binnie’s idea of a special
category for for sale signs for commercial properties. Mr. Wheaton also requested the
signage apply to properties that are leased rather than just buildings that are for sale.
Attorney McDonell thinks that is a reasonable request. There are many circumstances
where properties have a technical owner that has very little rights to the building because
it’s all based on a lease. He thinks working that request in would work as long as that is
the way the Plan Commission wants it to go. Crone stated he could see where the
Attorney was going with a lease. He just wants to make sure it doesn’t lead into leasing
different rooms or departments in a building. Commercial property is what they are
selling, rent. That is the product they sell just as Walmart sells other products. He
wouldn’t want just anyone to fall into that category just because they meet all of the
requirements. Attorney McDonell said that’s a fair distinction that should be looked at.
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Stone stated he agreed with the proposal of Binnie and Attorney McDonell making a
separate category for the public comment that came in regarding for sale signs or for
lease signs. He is hoping Attorney McDonell and VandeWalle can come up with some
acceptable wording. Meyer asked Binnie and Stone, since they were on the
subcommittee, if they would like to take this over and maybe make a presentation next
month or go with the staff and move on tonight. Munz-Pritchard said she has no
problems with the suggestions. She expressed her frustration as to how long they have
been working on these changes. Binnie thinks if it is the desire of that body to
recommend this to Council, which is noticed to do the first reading of the ordinance
tomorrow night, he believes this body could recommend adoption of the draft with the
recommendation there be the opportunity to make some minor changes in areas such as
this. We could still have Council consider the first reading tomorrow night. He said he
wouldn’t be surprised if someone recommends we waive the second reading. He doesn’t
think it’s appropriate to waive the second reading because the public and the Council
haven’t had a chance to look at the new ordinance. Stanek feels it is time to move this
forward. She said we have Kwik Trip and other entities waiting for this finished product.
She doesn’t understand why we can’t let the staff incorporate the issues that were brought
up by Mr. Wheaton and recommend it with those additions. She said they have done a
really nice job and put in a lot of work with the changes. Meyer said he likes what he
sees and it’s been done well. He doesn’t see a problem with leaving it open to have it
tweaked a bit more. He thinks it’s ready to go on as well but it’s up to the board. Stone
is hoping that a second reading will take place. Binnie did comment that the Council was
provided a non-red line version today. Parker stated to move ahead with this also. He
said regarding the for sale signs, he believes they have had different sizes for residential
vs. multi-family vs. commercial. Hopefully, some of that can be incorporated and will
take care of Mr. Wheaton’s comment. He agrees that the commercial is a little bit too
small right now with the way it is proposed but he would like to see this new ordinance
move ahead. Stanek wanted to make sure that Binnie and Stone were okay with moving
this ahead. Since Council has the first reading she feels it would be fairly simple to add
the changes. Attorney McDonell said the board should consider it going to the first
reading tomorrow. It is not uncommon for a first reading at the Council level and they
may have some changes as well. It would be fine to recommend to the Council, with the
addition of some areas that will still be worked on. He stated from what he is hearing
from the Plan Commission that they would like it to have a second reading because there
are some changes that are not finalized. That could be part of the recommendation that
the Council have two readings and a motion not to waive the second reading. Then they
would take the comments from the Plan Commission meeting on December 14, 2020,
and the next Council meeting and make the revision. They would want to make sure
there is a final, clean copy for the final reading for the Council and public to see in the
second reading. He stated they could send it back to the committee as an option as well.
Meyer asked if there were any comments or questions. Munz-Pritchard said she would
make the changes tonight. Therefore, the Council would have the latest update at the
meeting tomorrow. Binnie asked Munz-Pritchard to enumerate the items she was talking
about. Munz-Pritchard stated the first item was for sale signs in the Business Park. She
will look at the one size for residential, one size for multi-family and commercial. Home
occupancy that requires a CUP with that change. She has the square footage changed
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from ten square feet to twelve square feet on the post arm with the above signage. She
stated she wanted to do more checking on the for sale signs in commercial areas. That
particular area should not be addressed under temporary signs that are smaller. She
would personally like to see them under the temporary business signs for the larger scale
commercial for sale area. Stanek commented that it would say for sale and lease and
Munz-Pritchard said, yes. Attorney McDonell said that one thing that might be wise is to
simply underline and overstrike these changes that come from today to tomorrow. That
way they will be easily recognized by anyone reviewing it. Munz-Pritchard said she will
actually highlight them in blue. McDonell said that is fine as long as it shows up when it
is copied. Sometimes that does not show up and underlining and overstriking is easier to
see. Crone thought of one thing in order to address the lease to make it consistent with
selling a building vs renting apartments is to mention the lease as to the entire building.
Binnie said there is a difference between an apartment building and an office building.
Binnie wanted to address with Munz-Pritchard the window sign coverage that seemed to
say that a commercial enterprise couldn’t cover more than one-third of the window with
signage but in another area, it referred to half. Munz-Pritchard stated she changed it to
half. Binnie asked if we are believing what we are intending on all two-sided signs is that
a square footage limit applies to the total square footage on both sides. She has viewed it
in the past at one side. Binnie wanted to suggest they change the election campaign signs
in residential down to six square feet if they are talking about one side and not the twelve.
Munz-Pritchard said, okay. Mr. Wheaton said in regards to Crone’s concerns he thinks
he has some real legitimate concerns. He is wondering if a better way to address it is to
have different size sign limits based on whether a building is used for residential use vs.
buildings that are not being used for residential use. That might address the concern
about the apartments. Even with some very large manufacturing, industrial or Business
Park buildings, sometimes certain floors, half the building, the front of the building, or
the back of the building are leased as part of the building rather than the entire building.
Wheaton’s concerns were with commercial buildings and not apartment buildings. He
considers apartment buildings to be residential. Munz-Pritchard said the way it is laid out
and regulated would be by zoning use.
At this time, Meyer closed the public comment session and brought it back to the board
for one more discussion.
Crone stated we need to nail down the size of the political signs, front and back. He is
fine with it being six square feet per side. If they use that analogy it should be referenced
to all other signs as well. Ben from VandeWalle stated there is an entire section on how
to measure a sign. The first thing it says is that a sign is measured by the largest one side
that is a vantage point from the street.
Binnie said they should not be referring to just the campaign signs in the residential area.
It should be referred to as any kind of a yard sign (other than a for sale sign) that would
be a six square feet per side limit.
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Attorney McDonell thought we may have to allow one side eleven square feet. The State
Statute says it is eleven square feet. Binnie commented that is doesn’t say if it is one side
or not. McDonell questioned what if it was only a one-sided sign and it is blank on the
other side. Then, you would have to allow the eleven square feet under the State Statute.
Binnie suggested we identify a total of twelve square feet total. McDonell stated to
clarify we could state if it’s one sided it could be up to twelve square feet and if it’s more
than one side it could be a total of twelve square feet. McDonell also said, per the State
Statute, if you are putting a sign on a building, you cannot regulate the square footage
during a campaign period. You can pretty much put up as big of a sign as you want as
long as it doesn’t cover up windows and doors and that sort of thing.
Binnie moved to recommend to the Common Council adoption of the proposed sign
ordinance as currently drafted with the changes discussed tonight to be included in
tomorrow’s draft, which would relate to clarifying the signs for home occupancy would
only be with those with a CUP. In addition, all yard signs, other than real estate signs in
the residential areas, be limited to twelve square feet total with one-side being twelve
square feet and more than one side a total of twelve square. Also, for changes that will be
made to for sale and for lease signage sizes allowed in potentially multi-family residential
and non-residential and mixed use. Lastly, in downtown, for sale and lease signs in all
areas other than one and two family residential. The Plan Commission Board also
recommends to the Common Council that the second reading not be waived.
Stanek had a question for Binnie regarding including multi-family. Aren’t we bringing
apartments back into this commercial language. Binnie thinks it’s reasonable to have
multi-families to have some kind of signage if they have apartments available but does
not think it should be thirty-two square feet. It probably shouldn’t be any bigger than the
twelve square feet total. Munz-Pritchard agreed with Binnie. Ben, from VandeWalle
stated that is currently allowed as it is written in the ordinance right now. Binnie stated in
that case they request Munz-Pritchard only make potential changes to all of the nonresidential zoning and seconded by Stanek.
AYES: Meyer, Binnie, Miller, Crone, Parker, Stanek, Stone. NOES: None. ABSENT:
None.
Binnie wanted to express thanks to Munz-Pritchard and Ben from VandeWalle for the
work on this ordinance. It has been a monumental effort. In addition, Binnie wanted to
thank Stone for his contributions as well to the sub committee’s work. Munz-Pritchard
also wanted to thank Attorney McDonell for his work as well. Stanek also wanted to
thank Binnie as well.
6. Informational Items:
Munz-Pritchard referred to the violation map and the fire inspection report for their
information.
Munz-Pritchard stated this would be her last Plan Commission meeting. Her last day
with the City will be January 8, 2021. She has accepted a new position and cannot
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express how wonderful it has been working with this board. She truly appreciated all of
their volunteer time. She starts her new job on January 11, 2021, which is the night of
the next plan board meeting. She really wanted to get the sign ordinance passed as they
have about five businesses out there that are waiting on this ordinance. She stated it’s
been a really good experience.
Future Agenda Items:
There are two possible future agenda items coming up. There is a CUP, which is on an R3 and a
potential CSM.
Next Plan Board Meeting: January 11, 2021.
Stanek made a motion to adjourn at approximately 7:56 p.m. and seconded by Meyer.
AYES: All via voice vote (7)
NOES: None
Respectfully submitted:
Alison Stoll
Administrative Assistant, Public Works
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CITY OF WHITEWATER
PLAN AND ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMISSION
VIRTUAL MEETING
January 11, 2021
ABSTRACTS/SYNOPSIS OF THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF THE OFFICIAL
ACTIONS OF THE PLAN AND ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMISSION
1. Call to order and roll call.
Plan Board Chair Member Meyer called the meeting of the Plan and Architectural
Review Commission to order at 6:00 p.m.
Present: Greg Meyer, Lynn Binnie, Tom Miller, Andrew Crone, Bruce Parker, Sherry
Stanek, David Stone
Others: Jaclyn Misch, (Temporary City Planner from VandeWalle & Associates),
Cameron Clapper (City Manager), Wallace McDonell (City Attorney)
2. Hearing of Citizen Comments.
There were no citizen comments at that time.
3. Hearing for the proposal of a Certified Survey Map for a division to create two (2)
lots for Keystone Real Estate Services, LLC at Tax ID /CAH 00007.
Clapper stated he understood that this item, due to some areas that needed to be addressed from
the Planner’s report, was pulled from tonight’s meeting due to questions and Misch confirmed.
He stated the developer asked that this item be removed until certain areas have been addressed.
City Attorney, McDonell stated the City ordinance on CSMs provides if the Plan Commission
doesn’t act on it within 60 days it is deemed approved. It is either acting by approval or denial or
approval with conditions. However, that can be extended by agreement of the parties. It was
dated December 7, 2020, and the next meeting would be February 9, 2021. From his perspective,
they should agree because it can be extended by agreement of the parties. By the developer
asking that it be removed from this agenda it would be considered in agreement. Therefore, there
would be an extension until the next Plan Commission meeting for the purpose of the Plan
Commission acting on it.
Meyer asked if we have to act on it to table it. Attorney McDonell stated the only action that
would qualify within the 60 days would be either approval or denial. He doesn’t believe the
Commission is ready to do either of those tonight. The 60 days can be extended by agreement of
the parties and should suffice by operation of the developer asking for it to be postponed. If for
some reason it doesn’t, he thinks they can deal with that in a different fashion. They will have to
make sure by contacting the developer that they agree with the procedure. If they don’t, they will
have to figure something out. Meyer asked if it would have to be resubmitted. Attorney
McDonell said, no, that it would technically be approved if it’s not acted on in the 60 days.
That’s where the Plan Commission would lose the right to make a decision on it. He said he is
not positive for sure when the official filing date was because December 7, 2020, was on the
application but doesn’t know if that was the exact date it was filed. Sometimes there are reasons
the 60 days is extended because all submittals are not done because it really runs from the 60
days. He really doesn’t think it will be a problem. If for some reason there is an extraordinary
reason why it is a problem, they could ask for a short Plan Commission meeting before the 60
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days. Meyer commented that the wetlands could be a problem. He thinks it may take longer than
the 60 days for them to figure out what’s going on. Attorney McDonell will make sure the
developer agrees that it would be postponed. If the developer doesn’t agree then the City would
likely ask for a Plan Commission meeting to take place within the 60 days. It may be that all of
the submissions were not in within the date of December 7. Therefore, it would be moved as far
out as the 60 days coming up on the next Plan Commission meeting.

4. Hearing for the proposal for a Conditional Use Permit for Development of a 36-Unit
Multifamily building at Parcel ID /WUP 00153A for Adam Coyle and Ryan Hughes
doing business as ARCH Development, LLC.
Misch said this was brought to the Plan Commission in 2018. She understood that they
initially had approval for the building in 2018. However, they did not commence
construction under the CUP at that time. Therefore, the permit has expired and the
developers are coming back now and ready to begin.
Misch stated this project is located on the northwest side of the City off of N. Tratt St.
There would be a combination of underground parking and surface parking. When
looking at the site map there is a private drive dividing this property into two lots. It
shows a proposed 66 foot right of way with the potential of someday becoming a City
street. The City’s Comprehensive Plan shows the City developing westward. The plan
meets set back and minimum street frontage requirements and zoning code. However,
there are a lot of unanswered questions and components of this proposed multi-family
building that will still need to be reviewed and approved. Some of that would be by
Neighborhood Services, some by Public Works and/or the City Engineer. Since they are
in an adjustment stage right now, that is why the Planner’s Report contains a lot of
conditions. This body can conditionally approve the CUP subject to those conditions. If
the body here tonight is comfortable with all of those conditions, Misch would
recommend conditional approval, subject to all of the conditions laid out in the Planner’s
Report. Misch did review the submittal. She would like to see the applicant demonstrate
that they in fact meet the lighting requirements that are laid out in the zoning ordinance.
The City would need confirmation that they don’t have too much illumination at the
property line because the parking lot will be close to the southern property line. They
need to demonstrate that don’t have light trespass onto the neighboring property to the
south. Additionally, because the parking lot is within 15 feet of the property line they
would need to have a buffer yard screen to screen the property from its neighbor from the
south. Those are the two conditions Misch would like to add to the conditions already
laid out in the Planner’s Report.
Brienne Brown commented that it seems dangerously overlapping of flood plain. The
flood plain seems to be getting bigger and bigger. It sounds like they have to check with
the DNR anyway. She wondered if that was the right assumption. Misch said she would
have to take a second look at that. She knows the CSMon the agenda had a flood plain
issue. One of the developers spoke up and said one of the previous items had a flood
plain. He said they would end up putting a pond in the south west corner of the site. It
would just be a design pond as they did not have any issues with wetland.
Meyer opened the meeting for public comments.
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One of the applicants commented that their civil engineer submitted details late last week.
There was a wetland delineation report in that information showing they are not in the
flood zone. He believes there was a lighting plan submitted as well but will have to
check on that for sure. That does show that they complied with the lighting standards as
well.
Meyer did address public comments and there were none at that time. Therefore, Meyer
closed the public comment and opened it up to the board for discussion.
Binnie stated the project seems to be almost identical to the project that was presented in
2018. There was one item that he noted in the Planner’s Report that Munz-Pritchard was
uncertain of the building height. He noted back in 2018, it was indicated it would be 39
feet at the front and 45 feet at the rear with an exposed garage level. He asked if that was
still the plan. One of the developers stated there has been no change with the height of
the building. He stated the only real change has to do with the front office and work out
facility. Binnie asked for more information on that facility. The developer stated with
everything going on (virtually) they were not sure if that facility would be opened and
was not sure about the timing. The other developer spoke from the management side and
said they do want an office area at some point. As of now, all of their offices are closed
to the public. Misch commented that on Friday, Cronce did send out the lighting plan,
landscape, parking lot lights and the elevations. Meyer asked if everyone received them
and was able to review them. The board commented, yes.
Binnie also said that noted in the Planner’s recommended conditions there seemed to be
an error on #13, regarding the usable space. It was calculated on the basis of 35 units and
now the project is proposed to be 36 units. The required open space would now be
12,600. Misch stated that one of the conditions on the memo showed that open space on
the site plan. He stated that should be changed on the conditions.
Stanek said she reviewed the landscape plan and there were quite a few restricted plants
on the landscape plan. Whatever they approve tonight she would like the UFC to look at
and replace the invasive plants with native plants. She would like this noted in case they
approve this plan tonight that they are not approving the landscape plan at this point.
Stone said he has a couple of concerns. One was in the Planner’s Report. In the report,
under #9, it talks about past fire department requirements. It states, currently the east of
the building is lacking in access by fire lanes. He thinks it’s asking for a way around the
building and additional fire hydrants. He is hoping those items will be addressed. Given
the oversupply of residential units, he would not be in favor of supporting a project with
87 new bedrooms. He would like to see the project come back smaller with less
bedrooms than seven units each. He understands that this was probably approved a few
years ago, but given the current conditions he would like to see something smaller.
Clapper wanted to confirm with Misch and Attorney McDonell that as long as the design
of the development plan fits within the limits or parameters of the zoning on the property,
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he doesn’t know if they could restrict it at this point. Attorney McDonell said it is
certainly something that could be considered. However, it would have to be very
carefully documented as to why there are too many units right now and why this many
may not be needed as opposed to a lesser amount. It could be hard to do but it could also
happen theoretically based on the overall record and could be a reasonable consideration.
He did say the new Statutes indicate that it’s harder to deny a conditional use than it used
to be with the new legislation that has been around for a while now. It does indicate that
if a plan meets the standards, set out for conditional use, that it should be approved. Now
that is somewhat simplistic, and there is more to it than that. The bottom line is that it is
certainly a relevant consideration but there would have to be a pretty good record for the
basis for the denial on those grounds. It was a fair thing for Mr. Stone to bring up and
good for Clapper to alert the Plan Commission that any time there is a denial of a
conditional use there has to be some fairly substantial reasons to deny it. At this time, he
is not prepared to say there is or is not enough there because they are in the middle of a
hearing and the Plan Commission needs to look at all of the evidence, information,
documents and hear everyone’s input before a decision is made.
Meyer asked Clapper when they approved this item the last time it had to go to the fire
chief for approval. Was this all approved at that time. Clapper stated it has been long
enough that he doesn’t recall the exact discussion they had with the fire department. He
did say that all of the approvals that were needed to let this development move forward
had been taken and approved. It was for the lack of a variety of reasons it was paused
and therefore the conditional use expired. As Mr. Hughes stated, there is nothing that
changed with the development. Any approvals tonight could be made contingent upon a
successful report from the fire department that they are comfortable with the
development. Binnie stated he thought that matter was covered under suggested
condition #17, that includes approval from the fire department inspector.
He also mentioned Stanek’s concern about UFC. He feels it is addressed in #15.
Binnie wanted to speak about Stone’s concern. If this appears to be targeted specifically
for the student population, he would particularly share that concern since they know there
is a considerable amount of vacancy in student-oriented housing. He has not heard a
vacancy report, as of late, in regards to the apartment complexes that are more oriented
toward non-student adults or family settings. He asked for information be shared if
anyone had more information about the current vacancy levels in complexes right now.
One of the developers stated he has seen a lot of interest in the units he directly runs. He
has seen fairly strong demands. It has been harder during the pandemic because of the
offices being closed but they are getting better doing everything virtually. He thinks the
market will receive this project well. He stated this project will take about 10 months to
finish, best-case scenario. This would give them time to find more tenants and hopefully
attract people and he thinks they will. Meyer brought up from a previous meeting as to
whether it was student vs. non-student. From his opinion, this is a business. Whether it
is a business for student rentals or a business for single family or single housing, he
doesn’t think it really matters. If they want to bring a business and tax dollars into the
City, he doesn’t have a problem with it. Crone stated the board had concerns in the past
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when expanding the amount of inhabitance in buildings that are more downtown or in
town where it has impacts on immediate student rentals and the neighborhood quality. If
they are looking for places to have higher density, that would be an area that would be
suitable. He understands this is a business and knows where Meyer is coming from. He
wants to let businesses succeed and fail based on their assessments. However, real estate
is a business industry that affects everyone throughout the town. It could really affect the
economy in different parts of the City. He doesn’t think we can totally say it’s a business
and not be concerned about it. We do have a right to be concerned about it.
Crone commented and wanted to piggyback on what Stanek said about having it go
before the UFC. He knows we do have a policy in Whitewater regarding using the most
native vegetation whenever possible, especially when there are situations of wetlands.
He would like to say to every developer that comes along to really educate themselves on
the effectiveness of natural vegetation vs non-native vegetation as far as being able to
alleviate the pressures from water. The roots are 15 feet deep vs. six inches for most
grass. It is the most cost-effective way to remove water from property. He would like to
make sure this goes before UFC as well.
Binnie stated that Misch mentioned a 66-foot driveway easement or a public right of way.
He said it was phrased in the last CUP but the recommendation this time came as a 40foot right of way. Attorney McDonell indicated that it was their belief that MunzPritchard confirmed with Public Works that is it no longer a 66-foot requirement. Misch
said she would have to refer this to the Attorney. She did see on the site plan that they
are showing a 66-foot right of way. She stated she was not part of the discussion with
Public Works. However, it seems to her that 66-foot makes sense if that will be a future
City street. Attorney McDonell stated he received it somewhat third hand but Clapper
believed that Munz-Pritchard was involved with Public Works and thought the 45-feet
was sufficient. Attorney McDonell stated they usually do look for the 66-foot as a
benchmark for a public right of way. Maybe we could make sure the developers don’t
have a problem with the 66-feet. Clapper said there was previous conversation. There
was an extensive review when this came forward the first time because of it potentially
being a punch through for an east to west corridor. When the discussion came about they
talked about the space necessary. They wanted the driveway to be adequate for a
permanent development and the space available if there was a need to expand. Clapper
did not revisit that item of discussion with the Public Works Committee or the Public
Works Director prior to this meeting tonight. He does know it was discussed previously.
He thinks the developers might be able to shed some light in the absence of our prior City
Planner and give context if there are additional questions. Clapper stated they could also
make that another element of the approval that it be confirmed. Parker said in reviewing
the 40-foot road or driveway (driving lane), he thinks they are talking about the paved
area and the 66-foot is for the future right of way from the south lot to the north lot.
Clapper agreed with Parker. Binnie asked Parker if he felt that it should specify a 66-foot
right of way. Parker stated, yes, if that is going to be a future street, east/west from Tratt
St. to the west side. He thinks the minimum should be 66-foot for a right of way.
Because of the traffic that could be on that road, once everything is developed and
opened to the west, you are going to want more than a 36-foot and the 40 foot is right on.
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The subdivision section of the ordinances dictates what the street pavement, curb and
gutter and so on should be. Binnie’s recollection would be, subsequent to the previous
submission, is discussion about the City having a lot more wetlands issues for bringing
that larger street through from Indian Mound. At that point, Binnie felt it would be best
to specify the 66-feet until they know otherwise.
Binnie made a motion that they grant conditional approval to Item #4 for the property
located on Tratt St., subject to the Planner’s conditions with the change on #1 to specify a
66-foot public right of way, subject to confirmation from Public Works. In addition,
changing #13 to requiring usable, open space to 12,600 sq. feet. Attorney McDonell
asked to clarify the Planner’s conditions, referring to Munz-Pritchard and Misch’s
additions as specified tonight. Binnie stated although the buffering parking is really
addressed by the UFC, he has no problem adding that specifically. Parker seconded the
motion by Binnie.
Stone added after hearing the comments from the City Attorney and City Manager, he
decided he will support this with the comments made by the City Planner’s and the 66foot right of way.
Stanek asked a question to the developers. She stated she noticed their property at Prince
St. and Main St. has big purple for rent signs on every single porch. She wanted to know
if they are having problems renting those units. One of the developers stated it is full
right now and there is only one unit left for the following school year. She wanted to
know if there was a reason why they have so many for rent signs still up. She feels it
gives the impression that some apartments are not rented. The developer stated that is not
the case. He said they are just trying to grab your attention and it worked.
Crone asked for comments from others on the board about having landscaping go before
the UFC. Clapper stated that is #15 or #17 in the Planner’s Report. Stanek noted that
Brian Neumeister, the City’s Forester and the native urban plant expert on the UFC and
herself will be addressing the landscape plan. They will be replacing invasive plants and
putting together recommendations to present to the developers. Meyer did state for the
record that it is #15 (on page 6) on the Planner’s Report.
AYES: Meyer, Binnie, Miller, Crone, Parker, Stanek, Stone. NOES: None. ABSENT:
None.
5. Informational Items:
Clapper stated that all board members should have received a copy of the Fire Report for
December 2020, from the Neighborhood Services and also a map of the 2020 violations.
Parker asked when the Director of Neighborhood Services Director applications need to
be turned in. Clapper said the deadline for submittal for applications is January 17, 2021
at 11:59 p.m. The remainder of the timeline has not yet been laid out yet with HR.
Clapper will be meeting with HR Director, Atkinson this week to start the planning.
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Miller asked about the map with the violations. He said with all of the dots it seems to
him to be a waste of paper. He suggested maybe they could print out the addresses and
how many violations they had. Just looking at the map would be impossible to know
where the property was located. Clapper said he would make of note of it. He stated the
original purpose for sharing this information was to illustrate the trend or explain the idea
that the violations are occurring throughout the community rather than in one specific
area. Stanek added that when they get this information in their packet electronically, you
can actually open the document and enlarge the information to see which place they are
talking about. It still doesn’t give you addresses but it gives you an idea of where the
concentrations are at. Crone stated he really likes the map and everyone gets their
information in different ways.
Meyer commented when getting the sets of plans for projects, he would like the larger
paper used as it makes it a lot easier to read. Stanek also noted you can enlarge those
documents on your screen as well. Clapper will take this idea back internally and see
what he can come up with to help the board members.
Stone wanted to request that if the City decides to make new TIDs that the information on
the TID districts and project plans be included in their packets. That way they can make
sure the Comprehensive Plan is consistent with the new TID. It’s good to have some sort
of coordination as to what the Plan Commission is doing and what the City is doing.
Clapper stated they will definitely make that information available. He stated they are in
process right now, at a staff level, at looking at all of the different factors they can think
of and how things overlap so they can come back with recommendations. Ultimately,
with the City Council there will be recommendations on where the new districts will be
developed. Their anticipated deadline is May of this year. They do have to deal with
closing their existing districts as well as the possibility of an extension for use of TID
dollars for housing development. This is all in the works with Cathy Anderson. She is
actually doing a great deal of work on that front. That needs to be determined by April
15, 2021. However, they would like it determined sooner than that date. That will also
have to go before the Common Council for final approval on or before April 15, 2021.
After that, they will move more into a public setting for discussions with those districts.
So, this body will definitely be included in terms of disseminating this information
regarding those districts, in addition for opportunities of feedback as well.
Future Agenda Items:
There were no future agenda items at that time.
Next Plan Board Meeting: February 9, 2021
Stanek made a motion to adjourn at 7:52 p.m. and seconded by Crone.
AYES: All via voice vote (7)
NOES: None
Respectfully submitted,
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Alison Stoll
Administrative Assistant, Public Works
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MEMORANDUM
To:

City of Whitewater Plan and Architectural Revievv Commission

From: Jackie Mich, Vandewalle & Associates
Date: February 8, 2021
Re:

Item #4 Proposed Conditional Use Permit to seive alcoholic beverages by the
alcohol by the drink) at "Grunzolio Pizzeria"
glass (tavern and other places selling "Class
located at 108 S. Fremont St (for a
B" Beer and Liquor License).
Summaiy ofRequest
Requestecl Approvals:| Change in ownership for a Conditional Use Permit to seivice of
alcoliol by tlie g1ass into tlie seasonal outdoor cafe ("C1ass B" Beer
and Liquor License)
Location: 108 S. Fremont Street (Tax Key: OT 00046)
CurrentLand Use:| Restaurant with wallaip tal<eout window
Proposecl Lancl Use: Vacant
CuiTentZoning:| B-2
Proposed Zoning: No change
Comprehensive Plan's |
Central Business
FutureLand Use:

SuiToundingZoninganil CurrentLancl Uses:
North:
B-2

Duplex
East:

West:
SubjectProperty

B-2 First Citizens State
Bank

B-2 Edvvards Johns
Investments
South:
B-2

Telephone Switch

Analysis ofProposecl Conditional Use Permit for: 108 S. Fremont St
Conditional Use Permit Review Standardsper Section 19.66.050:
STANDARD
1. Tlie establi sliment, maintenance,
or operation ofthe conditional use
wi1l not create a nuisance for
neigliboring uses or
substantially reduce tlie values
ofproperty.

2. Adequate utilities, access roads,
parking, drainage, landscaping,
and other necessary site
improvements are being
provided.
3. The conditional use conforms to
al1 applicable regulations ofthe
district in which it is located,
unless otherwise specifically
exempted in this ordinance or
tlirough variance.
4. The conditional use conforms to
tlie purpose and intent ofthe city
master (compreliensive) plan.
5. The conditional use and
stmctiires are consistentwith
sound planning
and zoning principles.

EVALUATTON

Yes

COMN4ENTS
Due the small scale ofthe
restaurant, operating hours, and
location in the Central Business
District, this restaurant is not
anticipated to create a nuisance
for neighboring uses nor
substantially reduce property
values.
All regulations are coinplied with.

Yes

All regulations are complied with.
Yes

Yes

Yes

Tlie proposed use is
consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan.

Tlie project is consistentwith
the use requireinents ofthe B-2
District and tl-ie Comprehensive
Plan.

Neighborhood Seryices Department
Planning, Zoning, GIS, Code Enforcement
and Building Inspections

Cityof

www.whitewater-wi.goY
(262)473-0143

WHITEWATER

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION
Address ofProperty:_

Fr^|^6n+
|QS 5.
w !
Whv'+«-^V<3L-^er
( n d U S~h^' e S

fi- rg.r^

Ovvner's Name:
Applicant's Name:_

Ba-r -h

Mailing Address:^

168

S

J .

St. ^
B^ r +"

K rq U S

A g ~b

K r-dLU. S

Frem^^+i

Phone #: C^^a) 1^3-^r78^

lJL)hi+-euiJ^L.+^r,

Ld 1

Email:

Legal Description (Name of Subdivision, Block and Lot ofother Legal Descriptions):,

Existing and Proposed Uses:
Current Use ofProperty:^
Zoning District:
Proposed Use:

A^L£^.

or ooft^,

\^ ) c

^"^
rM-tfW^-}

P ( Z ^ ¬r <' O— UJ-i^-H +^,k & <$ fu^ u) i'n ^ ^UJ

NOTICE: The Plan Commission meetings are scheduled on the 2nd Monday ofthe month. AI1
complete plans miist be in by 4:00 p.m. four weeks prior to the meeting.
Conditions
The City of fVhitewater Zoning Ordinance authorizes the Plan Commission to place conditions on
approved conditional uses. "Conditions" such as landscaping, architechiral design, type of construction,
construction commencement and completion dates, sureties, lighting, fencing, plantation, deed
restrictions, highway access restrictions, increased yards or parking requirements may be affected.
"Conditional Uses "
may be subject to time limits or requirements for periodic review by staff.

Municipal Services Building | 312 W. Whitewater Street I P.0. Box 178 | Whitewater/ Wl 53190

STANDARDS FOR REVIEWAND^PPRO^I,
The Plan and Architectiiral Cpmmisslon shall use the.&llowing standarSs :wKen;ireyiemj^ ap§li^
conditional uses. The applicant ;isTeqiured;;to.fiIl.<^ the followingitemsfand e^
- . ..,.,^^,.^':',^.:-'^'-_-'' /;r;::,;^:^,^:^
conditionalusewiIIrmeet.the.standard-fbr.apprQval»
..
:;;: ':':'_:
STANDARD" :

I.APPBICANT'SEXPIANATK^:""'

"-";::.;,

\.:;\:;^:^.'':::.::;.^.:,^:'7::-!;'^;::>^

A. That the establishment,.
maintenaaee,!oroperation
ofthe Conditional Use
will notcreate a nuisance
fbr neighboringmses or :!
.substantially reduce value:
. . ^
ofotherproperty;

^^^^^^:l(^|||iil|^|l
[!' Li/wh.
's ^

B. Thatutilitie's,;access
.
roads, parking,"drainage,
landscapmg,.andother ;:,
necessary site
improvements are being; ~
'-.
.: :""'/ ":';
provided.

I.:1.:' 1/ p^ ^ ^ ^^.^'"^^ii^^M

C. Thattliecoilditionaluse-...
cohforms. t.o all applicable. ,
regulations o.fthedistrict
in whiah'it'is'located, : "
unless otherwise :.
specifically^xemp.tedby .)
: :'. ": :|
this.ordinance..

i^wc^^^ 'c^'^^s^
\:':;; ;" y^.
:-^^^'-!
::iM^<55
-;^!
.
,%:?||,i|^||

D, That the .condi(:ional:y'se
confomisto:ithe purppse' 7|
ancijntent'df tlie.ci ty ,; \ |
:|
. . .
MasterPlaa.

. fff^)^c^^:'^'^:^S:'W¬&
/l^yA^K$ , ^ ) ^jy^ J^^J^S^i

[: 1: :;. ^y^^^^.^-^^l^

:{:,)/^/.:^<^^tl^
r;^/:;;:^,^:I;^:^^

**Refer toGKapter: 19.66 oftheCityofWhitewater.MumcipalGode,erititled:CON]:iITIG^L::US^^
' . :
" \^,,.^-^''^.'--..-'^"
"fbrmoreirifbrmation.
;
:
.
.
Applicant's Signature;.;

^^^±
/

Printed:

1^-2

MunicJpal':ServicesByilding:1.312-W;,Whitewater:Stre.et:-f:P.p;Bbx:i^

^^ii^iw.
"^.: :,.;...:",.:„;;-..;;^

Neighborhood Services Department
Planning, Zoning, Code Enforcement, GIS
and Building Inspections
Telephone:(262)473-0540
www.whitewater-wi.gov

Cityof

WHITEWATER

NOTICEOFPUBLIC HEARING

TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES:

A meeting of the PLAN AND ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMISSION of the City of
Whitewater will be held VIRTUALLY on the 15th day of March, 2021 at 6:00 p.m. to hold a public
hearing for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to serve alcoholic beverages by the glass (tavern and
other places selling alcohol bythe drink) at "Grunzolio Pizzeria" located at 108 S Fremont St.
"Class
B" Beer and Liquor License), Tax Parcel #/OT 00046 for Bart Kraus.
(for a

The CUP application is on file in the office ofthe Zoning Administrator at 312 W.
Whitewater Street and is open to public inspection during office hours Monday through Friday,
8:00 a.m.to 5:00 p.m.

This meeting is open to the public. COMMENTS FOR OR AGAINST THE PROPOSED
APPLICATION MAY BE SUBMITTED IN PERSON OR IN WRITI NG,

For information, call (262) 473-0540

CITYOFWHITEWATER

BradJ^apduardt
Directert- of Public Works

Municipal Building ] 312 W. Whitewater Street | P.0. Box 178 | Whitewater, Wl 53190

332 CENTER LLC
1024 TARRANT DR
FONTANA, WI 53125

60TH LLC
13435 S MCCALL RD UT 16
PORT CHARLOTTE, FL 33981

BART J KRAUS
110 S FREMONT ST
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

BLGL LLC
1691 MOUNDVIEW PL
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

BRUCE COHEN
SANDRA COHEN
326 W NORTH ST
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

CENTER STREET RENTALS LLC
W9597 BREIDSAN HILL DR
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

CHRISTOPHER R GRADY
LORI GRADY
318 W NORTH ST
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

DANIEL VANG
LEE VANG
W5255 E RAPIDS RD
JEFFERSON, WI 53549

FERDINAND J KOJIS TRUST
KATHLEEN M KOJIS TRUST
35 LIGHTHOUSE WAY
SALEM, SC 29676

FIRST CITIZENS STATE BANK
PO BOX 177
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

JAMES D UHRICH
BRADLEY D LOWREY
PO BOX 233
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

JERMAN PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 616
CAMBRIDGE, WI 53523

KICH PROPERTIES LLC
N6927 GREENLEAF CT
ELKHORN, WI 53121

LADWIG & VOS INC
140 LONGMEADOW DR
BURLINGTON, WI 53105

LIVING WORD FELLOWSHIP OF
WHITEWATER INC
212 W MAIN ST
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

MAIN STREET WHITEWATER LLC
W9597 BREIDSAN HILL DR
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

MICHAEL P MAHONEY
MARY M MAHONEY
119 S 4TH ST
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

PREMIER BANK
200 S FREMONT ST
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

RIEK RD LLC
PO BOX 233
WHITEWATER, WI 53538

ST JOHN LODGE 57 F. & A. M.
F&AM
266 W MAIN ST
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

TGB PROPERTIES OF WISCONSIN LLC
N8768 CLOVER VALLEY RD
WHITEWATER, WI 531903749

WISCONSIN TELEPHONE CO
ONE SBC CENTER
ROOM 36‐M‐1
ST LOUIS, MO 63101

WATERTOWN SAVINGS & LOAN
%ASSOCIATED BANK MS8227
433 MAIN ST
GREEN BAY, WI 54301

WHITON HIGHLAND RENTALS LLC
W9597 BREIDSAN HILL DR
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

STATE OF WISCONSIN

CITY OF WHITEWATER

WALWORTH & JEFFERSON
COUNTIES

In the matter of: Notices to Property Owners within 300 feet for a public hearing for a
proposed a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to serve alcoholic beverages by the glass (tavem
and other places selling alcohol by the drink) at "Grunzolio Pizzeria" located at 108 S
Fremont St. (for a "Class B" Beer and Liquor License), Tax Parcel #/OT 00046 for Bart
Kj-aus.

The meeting is on March 15, 2021 and will start at 6:00 p.m.
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING

)
STATE OF WISCONSIN
COUNTY OF WALWORTH
) SS
)
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON

Kathryn Boyd, being first duly swom on oath deposes and says that (s)he is an employee of
the City of Whitewater, and on the 23rd day ofFebmary, 2021, that (s)he deposited in the
outgoing mail for the City of Whitewater, Wisconsin, a true copy ofthe attached notice
securely enclosed in a postage prepaid envelope, to the following named individuals at the
addresses stated below:

SEE LIST ATTACHED

Kathryn Boyd
Executive Assistant

Subscribed and swom to before me this

^^

day of _£.briAQ-CM_. 20^JL.

^A^

7^AR}.\ \
)TARY PUBLIC
Wisconsin
Coupty,
bDe^LObrtl^
<2
My commission expires
[p 3-*2?_.

^..^B^,.^
-^

t°^^
'/'lllll\\\^'

Kathy Boyd
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brad Marquardt
Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:24 PM
Jackie Mich; Kathy Boyd
FW: Grunzolio Pizzeria

Fyi on a comment received. Kathy, can you print and include in the packet for the committee members,
Thankyou.
Brad Marquardt
From: Lowrich Rentals <lowrichrentals@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2021 10:30 AM
To: Brad MarquardKBMarquardt@whitewater-wi.gov>
Subject: Grunzolio Pizzeria

Hi Brad,
This is Jim Uhrich and I own 304, 310 and 314 West Main across the street from the dentist offlce/Grunzolio
Pizzeria. I received the letter about the proposed alcohol beverage license. I feel the answer should be no.
The patrons would be students and I truly feel the chaos ofthe students drinking should be concentrated in the
100 and 200 blocks ofthe downtown area. My office is on the comer ofMain and Fremont which was Mitch
Simon's old office. I have security cameras that go from Main Street all the way around to Fremont and to the
back by North Street. I have drunk students on my porch at night, items like clothing and cell phones left on my
porch, things stolen out ofthe yard and offthe porch, people have tried to break in, I constantly have dmnk
students puking in my bush's in front ofthe building and urinating between the buildings, from Thursday to
Sunday my yard has beer cans and white paper plates from the other pizza place next to Fanatico (when they
were open). I've actually had students pull out full grown bushs in the front ofthe Alamo (310) andjust throw
them for no reason. They also threw rocks through the windows ofthe Alamo. My cameras have helped catch
two drunk drivers that have come north on Fremont from the bars and taken out the stop lights and another one
drove into the front yard. All ofthis in the last 2 years. I think approving a place that sells liquor in that location
will be spreading it out too far. I can also see the front steps ofEdward Jones being a place to stop and eat their
pizza and leave their garbage there and along IVtain Street.
Thanks for accepting my opinion.
Jim

MEMORANDUM
To:

City of Whitewater Plan and Architectural Review Commission

From: Jackie Mich, Vandewalle & Associates
Date: March 15, 2021
Re:

Item #5 Proposed Conditional Use Permit for five (5) wall signs at “Burtness
Chevrolet” located at 1389 W. Main Street.
Summary of
R
t
Requested Approvals: Conditional Use Permit to approve 3 walls signs

Location: 1389 W. Main Street
Current Land Use: Car dealership
Proposed Land Use: Same
Current Zoning: B-1
Proposed Zoning: No change.
Comprehensive Plan’s
Community Business
Future Land Use:

Surrounding Zoning and Current Land Uses:
North

West

B-1 Hawk Bowling
L
Subject Property

B-1 True Value Hardware

East
B-1 Baymont Hotel

South
R-1 Undeveloped
(Meadowood Court)

1

Description of the Proposal:
This proposal is for a Conditional Use Permit to have more than one wall sign on a
single site. More than one wall sign per site is a Conditional Use under the new sign
ordinance. The applicant proposes five wall signs on the front façade of the building:
1. “Burtness” (new sign)
2. “Chevrolet” (new sign)
3. “Buick” (new sign, replacing existing sign)
4. “GMC” (new sign, replacing existing sign)
5. “Service” (existing wall sign to be maintained)
The building currently contains three wall signs. As outlined above, one sign will be
preserved, two signs will be removed, and four new signs will be added – for a final
count of five wall signs.
All signs will be configured as individual letters affixed to the building façade. No
illumination is proposed.
Together, all five signs comprise 127.12 square feet of signage. The building façade
length is 130 linear feet, which means that the proposed signage meets the maximum
area requirements. (1 square foot of signage permitted for every 1 linear foot of building
façade length)
All other requirements of Section 19.54: Sign Regulations have been met. Staff
recommends no changes or additional conditions.
PLANNER’S RECOMMENDATIONS:
I recommend the Plan and Architectural Review Commission grant conditional approval for
the requested Conditional Use Permit for five wall signs at 1389 W. Main Street, subject to
findings on the following page, and subject to the following conditions of approval:
1. Any conditions identified by the Plan Commission.
SUGGESTED FINDINGS TO BE MADE BY THE PLAN COMMISSION
Conditional Use Permits are required to be reviewed in relation to a set of standard criteria
presented in the Zoning Ordinance (Section 19.66.050). See the following page for
suggested findings:

2

Analysis of Proposed Conditional Use Permit for: 1389 W. Main Street
Conditional Use Permit Review Standards per Section 19.66.050:
STANDARD
1. The establishment, maintenance,
or operation of the conditional
use will not create a nuisance for
neighboring uses or substantially
reduce the values of property.
2. Adequate utilities, access roads,
parking, drainage, landscaping,
and other necessary site
improvements are being
provided.
3. The conditional use conforms to
all applicable regulations of the
district in which it is located,
unless otherwise specifically
exempted in this ordinance or
through variance.
4. The conditional use conforms to
the purpose and intent of the city
master (comprehensive) plan.
5. The conditional use and
structures are consistent with
sound planning and zoning
principles.

EVALUATION

Yes

Yes

COMMENTS
Should not have create a
nuisance or have any increased
impact on neighboring uses.

All regulations are complied
with.

All regulations are complied
with.
Yes

Yes

The Comprehensive
Plan recommends the
site as the current use.

Yes

Business signage is consistent
with the use requirements of
the B-1 District and the
Comprehensive
Plan.
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Neighborhood Services Department
Planning, Zoning, Code Enforcement, G15
and Building Inspections
Telephone: (262) 473-0540
www.whitewater-wi.gov

Cityof'

WHITEWATER

NOTICEOFPUBLICHEARING

TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES:

A meeting of the PLAN AND ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMISSION of the City of
Whitewater will be held VIRTUALLY on the 15th day of March, 2021 at 6:00 p.m. to hold a public
"Burtness
hearing for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to review changes to signage at
Chevrolet
Buick GMC" located at 1389 W Main St. Tax Parcel #/WUP 00160G.

The CUP application is on file in the office of the Zoning Administrator at 312 W.
Whitewater Street and is open to public inspection during office hours Monday through Friday,
8:00 a.m.to 5:00 p.m.

This meeting is open to the public. COMMENTS FOR OR AGAINST THE PROPOSED
APPLICATION MAY BE SUBMITTED IN PERSON QR IN WRITING.

For information, call (262) 473-0540

CITY OF WHITEWATER

Brad/M^quardt
i'ctbr of Public Works

Municipal Building | 312 W. Whitewater Street | P.0. Box 178 [ Whitewater, Wl 53190

AKSHAR HOSPITALITY LLC
203 LILLIAN PLACE
BARTLETT, IL 601030000

ALB RESTAURANTS PROPERTIES LLC
121 MONTE CRISTO CIR
VERONA, WI 53593

CASEYS MARKETING CO
PO BOX 3001
ANKENY, IA 50021

CRAIG A POPE
PO BOX 2467
JANESVILLE, WI 535470000

DEBORA L GRUBE
3580 LA JOLLA DR
CLERMONT, FL 34711

DENAY TRYKOWSKI
248 S WOODLAND DR
WHITEWATER, WI 531900000

DLK FARM SERVICE INC
1398 MAIN ST
PO BOX 239
WHITEWATER, WI 531900000

EKGA PROPERTIES LLC
N7470 KETTLE MORAINE DR
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

HALEY INVESTMENTS LLC
324 LAKE SHORE DR
LAKE MILLS, WI 535510000

JAMES D SCHNAEDTER
REBECCA M SCHNAEDTER
240 S WOODLAND DR
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

JONATHAN THOMAS MARSHALL
MICHELLE LEA MARSHALL
214 WOODLAND DR
WHITEWATER, WI 531900000

KYLE J CROMOS
220 S WOODLAND DR
WHITEWATER, WI 53190

MBNAB LLC
802 GENESIS DR
ORFORDVILLE, WI 53576

PATRICIA I WOZNIAK
206 S WOODLAND DR
WHITEWATER, WI 531900000

STATE OF WISCONSIN

CITY OF WHITEWATER

WALWORTH & JEFFERSON
COUNTIES

In the matter of: Notices to Property Owners within 300 feet for a public hearing for a
"Burtness Chevrolet
proposed Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to review changes to signage at
Buick GMC" located at 1389 W Main St. Tax Parcel #/WUP 00160G
The meeting is on March 15, 2021 and will start at 6:00 p.m.
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING

)
STATE OF WISCONSIN
COUNTY OF WALWORTH
) SS
)
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON

Kathryn Boyd, being first duly swom on oath deposes and says that (s)he is an employee of
the City of Whitewater, and on the 23rd day ofFebruary, 2021, that (s)he deposited in the
outgoing mail for the City of Whitewater, Wisconsin, a true copy ofthe attached notice
securely enclosed in a postage prepaid envelope, to the following named individuals at the
addresses stated below:

SEE LIST ATTACHED

Kathryn Boyd
Executive Assistant

Subscribed and swom to before me this

ol;z? dayof RJpTLu^2o5j_^^SAJ^/^
A^C^
^ >"^OTA/?^^
:,.^BL\0 ,^.j
)TARY PUBLIC
County, Wisconsin
^^
My commission expires <:%| Lp I 5-S?

City of
Whitewater
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Violations Per Address
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February Total
79

This map does not reflect
all of the responsibilities
of the NSO including
in person warnings and
pink slips left on houses.

2021 Total
1
18

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Plan and Architectural Review Commission
Police and Fire Commission

FROM:

Derrick Ponkauskas, Fire Inspector- Code Enforcement

SUBJECT:

Monthly Fire Report

DATE:

March 1, 2021

Fire prevention inspections are conducted at least once in each non-overlapping 6-month period per
calendar year on all commercial buildings in the City of Whitewater per State Statute SPS
314.01(13)(b)4). During these reviews, in addition to checking for fire compliance, the inspector also
reviews zoning and Conditional Use Permit (CUP) compliance.
Through the month of February, from February 1st to February 28th, the inspector conducted 61
compliance inspections. Of the inspections, only 10 had violation warning letters at the property
location. Year to date there have been 93 inspections.

